MIT Varsity Booters Overcome Crimson Beavers On Top 2-0, For Fourth Straight

by Dick Solomon ’59

A feisty fighting Harvard soccer squad was not quite enough to suppress the scoring power and skill of rookie goalie Charlie Hynie’s Blackbirds. A scoring and defensive battle, this game was primarily the great teamwork of the Tech backfield, and the ability of the sophomore to take advantage of the breaks offered it.

As halfbackblank slams the last downward, the Beavers were on their way to a 2-0 triumph over the Crimson in the home ’s final game.
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Our University Shop

distinctive college and prep school styles moderately priced for undergraduate budgets

We have greatly expanded our popular University Shop this season in response to the ever-increasing demand for this fine clothing. Here you will find everything from traditional flannel and chervie suits to interesting new colorings in sport jackets...and an exclusive new outercoat of heavy tan cotton with raccoon collar that promises to be big news on campuses this Fall. Older boys’ sizes 35 to 42. Catalogue upon request.

Suit, $60 to $75 • Tweed Topcoats, $72

Sport Jackets, $45 • Worstred Flannel Trousers, $18.50

Established 1908

Brooks Brothers

Cloth Furnishings, Hats & Shoes

346 Madison Avenue, Cor. 44th St., New York 17, N.Y. Boston * Chicago * Los Angeles * San Francisco

New Flight Tracker Radar, R-12, for aircraft contains two solid-state module units of 150,000 transistors which constitute all significant installations of major as part of design of military research projects. Harvard scientists, Robert F. Schmeltzer, Professor of Physics, and Robert S. Hahn, Acting Director of the Harvard-Princeton projects, say the new system can be expanded to include their work in all areas of electrical engineering and science.

Saturday, October 27 at 8 o’clock

Max Lerner

"Roads of Destiny for America"

Ford Hall Forum

Jordan Hall — Whitehove St. near Arlington Ave. — Boston

Doors Open 7:45 P.M. Everybody Welcome

Let’s talk about your future with Raytheon

important new projects... excellent opportunities for advancement... challenging work and working in beautiful New England, Tennessee or California. Enjoy these and many other advantages at Raytheon, one of the largest and fastest-growing defense companies. Make arrangements with your place of employment or write Raytheon for further information.

October 31

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.

Waltham 54, Massachusetts

It’s easy to select the field you want at Raytheon. We’d like to meet you and tell you more about it.

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.

Waltham 54, Massachusetts